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Faculty Biographies 
 
 

Heather French 

Heather French is vice president and deputy general counsel at American Capital in 
Bethesda, MD, where she is responsible for handling litigation and labor and employment 
matters.  

Prior to joining American Capital, Ms. French was a counsel in the labor and 
employment section of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP in Washington, DC and 
McLean, VA, where her practice focused on complex litigation involving a myriad of 
statutory, common law and contractual claims. Ms. French also advised companies on a 
wide range of labor and employment compliance and training issues, assisted companies 
implementing reductions in force, consulted with companies on labor and employment 
and litigation issues involved in mergers and acquisitions, and negotiated employment 
contracts and severance agreements. 

Ms. French received her BA, with distinction, from the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
and her JD from the Georgetown University Law Center, where she served as an editor of 
the Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics and a member of the Georgetown Moot Court 
Team.  
 
John Schryber 
 
John Schryber is a senior litigation partner in Patton Boggs' Washington DC office, and 
has advised financial institutions and other major corporate policyholders with respect to 
sophisticated and novel insurance coverage issues. Using creative strategies, both inside 
and outside litigation, Mr. Schryber helps clients obtain recoveries from liability policies. 
He has won multiple federal appellate rulings, creating laws favorable to commercial 
policyholders regarding the scope of directors' and officers' coverage, trademark 
infringement coverage, non-recourse settlements, and the discoverability of insurers' 
claim files.  
 
Recently, Mr. Schryber has devoted much of his time to advising financial institutions on 
recovering sub prime meltdown losses and attorney fees, a subject on which he has 
written and spoken at various seminars for in-house counsel both in the United States and 
abroad. 
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*8+()'-0,+,(%C+,(3%C+,7:+"((E3>F!%44*0,)G4*9317/*$/*567%1#31*9361)=(KY($7;"(

R??"([*8(NKFF=(NKYK(MNHH[O`"(
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!"! #$%&'()'*+,-.)/00/,(1,-+2+3-4(5%2*36*78/,39()/00/,(*,-+2+3-(&3(:+-;++,(
1,3%2+6(&,6(1,3%2+2(/,(0&<+23(&,-&=/,*387(-/(%,6+2'>*,=(7'&*0(?+20*-3(!"#$%
-@+(1,3%2+6(&,6(-@+(1,3%2+2(-/(:+(#7'*+,-34(&3(-/(3%7@(0&<+23"(((&''%()*'%+,-.*/%
0.12'1,%3""4%56%71,#./%8%9)'2'1:%(6;"A(BCD(E"F"!6(CCCA(CGH(IJ*,,"(!HH!KI6%&'(
2+?2+3+,-&8/,(*3(?+20*33*:'+(*L(-@+(*,3%2+6(@&3(?&287*?&-+6(*,(&(7/,3%'-&8/,(
;*-@(-@+(&</2,+>(2+=&26*,=(-@+(6%&'(2+?2+3+,-&8/,A(&,6(&M+2(:+*,=(L%''>(
*,L/20+6(/L(-@+(&6N&,-&=+3(&,6(6*3&6N&,-&=+3A(=*N+3(+O?2+33(7/,3+,-KP(<"2'%
+*/'26%3"6%56%=.*'%(">'--%?",,%8%?)--'1A(CQ(R"Q6(SQ!!A(SQQH(ID-@()*2"(SDDGK
I*,-+2?2+8,=(T'&3U&,('&;(&,6(@/'6*,=(-@&-(6%&'(2+?2+3+,-&8/,(7&,(+O*3-(*L(-@+2+(
*3(,/(7/,V*7-(/L(*,-+2+3-(:+-;++,(*,3%2+6(&,6(*,3%2+2(-@+(*,3%2+6(+O?2+33'>(
7/,3+,-+6(-/(-@+(6%&'(2+?2+3+,-&8/,(&M+2(7/,3%'-&8/,(;*-@(7/%,3+'K"(($%->(-/(
?2/N*6+(0&-+2*&'3(2+'&8,=(-/(0&<+23(/L(7/00/,(*,-+2+3-"((

!"! #$%&'()'*+$,-.'$/'0.$1+.20-'3(/0-40((

S"! W'&*,8X(*,(%,6+2'>*,=('*8=&8/,(0&>(6*37/N+2(?2*N*'+=+6(0&-+2*&'(-@&-(1,3%2+6(
?2/N*6+6(-/(1,3%2+2(;@+2+(-@+2+(6/+3(,/-(+O*3-(&,>(7/=,*Y&:'+(7/00/,(*,-+2+3-A(
3?+7*Z7(/2(3-&-%-/2>(,/,[;&*N+2(2%'+A(/2(\/*,-(7'*+,-(3-&-%3"((+*%1'%(@A'1%+*B6%&'B6%
=)#6:(SDDQ(F](GBSS!G(&-(^_(I`"$"E"a"(($+7"(!QA(SDDQK"(()/,Z6+,8&'*->(/2(\/*,-[
6+L+,3+(&=2++0+,-(:+-;++,(1,3%2+6(&,6(1,3%2+2(0&>(,/-(?2+7'%6+(-@+(;&*N+2"((
&''%+24'1).-%3"146%56%&$)'-/,A(SBb(R"c"$"(CCbA(CGS[Gb(I`"$"()&'"(SDDGKI;&*N+2(&3(-/(
'+<+2(-/(*,3%2+2(7/,-&*,*,=(7'&*0(+N&'%&8/,(/L(7/%,3+'(L/2(*,3%2+6K"(

!"! 1,3%2+2(0&>A(*,(7+2-&*,(7*27%03-&,7+3A(%3+(1,3%2+6[L%2,*3@+6(?2*N*'+=+6(0&-+2*&'(
*,(3%:3+d%+,-(7/N+2&=+('*8=&8/,(&=&*,3-(-@+(1,3%2+6"((C"-/!'1D%56%;2'1)B.*%
<"2'%;,,E16%3""A(_H(T"$"!6(CHDA(CS!(IS3-($+?e-(SD_SK"(

!"#! $%&'(')*+,'-.'/'01+2&3+456'7.839676)0:+&2+;626)96+<&909+

!"! #$%&'()%*+,-&.-/0'$&1%23)%#$&+,).%-&%-$&+452).%6,'(%7,)-(8+,&)()$29%4-58-4-2:%5&%5%(5;),%'6%45<%
<3),)%23)%='4-/:%.')&%$'2%,)>+-,)%23)%#$&+,).%2'%,)-(8+,&)%.)6)$&)%/'&2&%-6%/'?),5@)%-&%+40(52)4:%
6'+$.%45/A-$@"%%!""%#"$"%&'(!)&%(*$+",-(./-(0-(1-*-(2/%)(34)5"1%B'"%CDDEFEGG1%CDDG%H"I"%J-&2"%KLM#I%
NOPPC%QJ"R"#"%S5:%CT1%CDDGUQ#$&+,),%/'+4.%$'2%,)&),?)%5$:%,-@32%2'%,)-(8+,&)()$2%6',%.)6)$&)%
/'&2&%8)/5+&)%$'%&+/3%,-@32%)V-&2).%-$%23)%-$&+,5$/)%='4-/-)&UW%#"$"%&'(36"$)7(*$7-(./-(/8(3,-9(*$:-(
0-(;<+="7)(!>/%?$6(#//+7(./"1%CEP%#44"%C.%ENX1%EXN%Q#44"%CDDPUQ3'4.-$@%2352%58&)$2%5%=,'?-&-'$%-$%

23)%-$&+,5$/)%='4-/:%2352%<'+4.%=,'?-.)%,)-(8+,&)()$2%2'%23)%-$&+,),1%23)%-$&+,),%/5$$'2%452),%
5;)(=2%2'%5()$.%23)%='4-/:%8:%-$/4+.-$@%23)%,-@32%2'%,)-(8+,&)()$2%-$%-2&%,)&),?50'$F'6%F,-@32&%
4);),UW%!5/75/$"(@<%7)(A&$B(0-(2&:<C:(D,>'/E"%7(*$74%&$:"(./"1%C%Y"O.%PED1%PEN%QZ:"%CDDDUQ3'4.-$@%
2352%+$4)&&%23)%-$&+,5$/)%5@,))()$2%&252)&%'23),<-&)1%23)%-$&+,),%-&%4-584)%6',%544%23)%/'&2&%'6%
.)6)$.-$@%23)%5/0'$%)?)$%-6%23)%-$&+,),[&%,)&),?50'$F'6F,-@32&%4);),%&=)/-\/544:%,)&),?).%23)%
,-@32%2'%544'/52)%23)%6))&1%)V=)$&)&%5$.%-$.)($-2:%=5:()$2&%<3)$%23)%/5&)%<5&%,)&'4?).UW%F<G"%)E(
;4)-(*$7-(./-(0-(@&6(A"&%<$67(./%>-1%EPO%]"O.%TET1%TCN%QG23%^-,"%ETTGUQ5==4:-$@%S-&&'+,-%45<1%23)%
L-@323%^-,/+-2%3)4.%2352%23)%-$&+,),[&%.+2:%2'%.)6)$.%/'$0$+).%-$&+,),%,)(5-$).%5&%4'$@%5&%5$:%

>+)&0'$%)V-&2).%5&%2'%<3)23),%23)%+$.),4:-$@%/45-(&%<),)%/'?),).%8:%23)%-$&+,5$/)%='4-/:1%
23),)6',)%#$&+,),%<5&%$'2%)$024).%2'%,)-(8+,&)()$2%'6%.)6)$&)%/'&2&UW%D,>'%7(;4)-(.&7-(./-(0-(
*$+47-(H4GG"%(2%/+7-1%B'"%DNFOGOT1%CDDX%H"I"%J-&2"%KLM#I%TCNC1%_EP%QJ"%S-$$"%])8"%CO1%CDDXU
Q3'4.-$@%2352%S-$$)&'25%45<%35&%-$2),=,)2).%23)%.+2:%2'%.)6)$.%/'$&-&2)$2%<-23%S-&&'+,-`&%
-$2),=,)250'$%-$%F<G"%)E(;4)-(*$7-(./-(0-(@&6(A"&%<$67(./%>-1%EPO%]"O.%TET1%TCN%QG23%^-,"%ETTGUW%
I"%%&(J/0&(*$74%&$:"(./-(0-(KLL(A&%9(*$:-1%GGa%]"C.%ECEO%QO.%^-,"%ETGTUQ5==4:-$@%Y)$$&:4?5$-5%45<1%
23)%b3-,.%^-,/+-2%3)4.%2352%5$%-$&+,),%/5$$'2%,)/'?),%.)6)$&)%/'&2&%)?)$%<3)$%-2%.)6)$.&%+$.),%5%
,)&),?50'$F'6F,-@32&%2'%,)/'?),%.)6)$&)%/'&2&%-6%-2%-&%452),%.)2),(-$).%23),)%-&%$'%/'?),5@)U"%

!"! #$%&'()*%+,*-./-01&$.2%'()%#$.,*)*%345%0*)4')%4%0&$1$6)$'%7-48-7-'5%9&*%*)-38,*.)3)$'%&9%
/)9)$.)%0&.'.%85%,$-74')*47%/)074*41&$%-$%'()%*).)*:41&$;&9;*-6('.%7)<)*"%%!"#$%"&'()*+',+'
-."/0*12'30#4%05#+2%=>?%@"%A,BB"%C=D2%C=E%FG"H"%I4"%C==JKFLBB75-$6%M)N%G)O-0&%74N2%'()%
0&,*'%()7/%'(4'%-$.,*)*%N4.%)$1'7)/%'&%*)-38,*.)3)$'%4P)*%.'41$6%-$%-'.%*).)*:41&$;&9;
*-6('.%7)<)*%'(4'%'()*)%N4.%4%B&..-8-7-'5%-'%3-6('%.))Q%*)-38,*.)3)$'%9&*%4$5%4$/%477%0&.'.%&9%

/)9)$.)K"%

R"! #$%&'()*%+,*-./-01&$.2%'()%34$$)*%85%N(-0(%'()%#$.,*)/%*).B&$/.%'&%4%/)34$/%-.%
/)')*3-$41:)"%%S()%#$.,*)/%3,.'%)OB7-0-'75%46*))%'&%34Q)%*)-38,*.)3)$'%-9%0&:)*46)%

B*&:).%740Q-$6"%%S(,.2%4%,$-74')*47%/)074*41&$%85%'()%#$.,*)*%-.%-$.,T0-)$'%'&%0*)4')%'(4'%
0&$1$6)$'%&87-641&$"%%6"7+'8##9)':;'-:$)<"#'-:$)4='>:,94'!0#?'@A/4+'B::2',+'@141A:%C1'
-:$)4=2%U>%A"V"W/%C>X2%CWU%FS)O"%>DDDKF4%,$-74')*47%*).)*:41&$;&9;*-6('.%7)<)*%0&,7/%$&'%
0*)4')%4%*)-38,*.)3)$'%&87-641&$%$&'%0&$'4-$)/%-$%'()%-$.,*4$0)%0&$'*40'KY%#""'12#:'D7*"##'
E)C"%F%04"%#'14'G2:=C9#',+'H%1)?9#'-1#0)A'-%"F'I'!")412'6::2#2%#$0"2%>EJ%A"V"W/%E>%FS)O"%
>DDXKFZ4$%-$.,*)*%'(4'%.)<7).%4%074-3%464-$.'%-'.%-$.,*)/%N()$%0&:)*46)%-.%/-.B,')/%345%
.))Q%*)-38,*.)3)$'%9*&3%'()%-$.,*)/%.(&,7/%0&:)*46)%74')*%8)%/)')*3-$)/%$&'%'&%)O-.'%-9%
'()%-$.,*)*%[&8'4-$.%'()%-$.,*)/\.%07)4*%4$/%,$)],-:&047%0&$.)$'%'&%'()%.)<7)3)$'%4$/%'()%

-$.,*)*\.%*-6('%'&%.))Q%*)-38,*.)3)$'\^KY%E)04"C'J1<:)12'()#$%1)*"'-:+',+'KK6'H04)"##'-:%L"2%
WD=%@"W/%=CE%FJ'(%R-*"%>DD>KF4BB75-$6%_(-&%74N2%'()%A-O'(%R-*0,-'%()7/%'(4'%-$.,*)*%N4.%
)$1'7)/%'&%*)-38,*.)3)$'%&9%/)9)$.)%0&.'.%N()*)%'()%-$.,*)*%*).)*:)/%'()%*-6('%'&%*)0&:)*%
/)9)$.)%0&.'.%4$/%'()%-$.,*)/%400)B')/%B453)$'%&9%/)9)$.)%0&.'.KY%-:2:)='()#+'-:+',+'>'I'D'
60%"#'I'K"%,+&'()*+2%???%A&"%>/%CDWE2%CDWX%F@74"%H-.'"%R'"%LBB"%%>DDDKF4%7-48-7-'5%-$.,*)*`.%
*).)*:41&$;&9;*-6('.%7)<)*2%0&,B7)/%N-'(%'()%-$.,*)/`.%400)B'4$0)%&9%4%/)9)$.)2%)$1'7)/%'()%
-$.,*)*%'&%*)-38,*.)3)$'%9&*%/)9)$.)%0&.'.%-'%(4/%B4-/K"%

!"#$%$&#''(%

!"#$%$&'!()*!%+#,(-!./,,

#0,1&($2*34,&#($5*,!&%,

1&%*-6$&/1-!&5*,
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!" #$%&#'()*+&,-#./*0&1#$234!

5" ! 678#4/,909&:#32&#;29<&)#/)#3#0,39+:=+3>&#?3:9:"!"#$%!&'()%!*#'!$)%+,'-!&+%*!.$/'!
)012'!03!(!24($&!(%!%00)!(%!5,(212(64'7!!8($4+,'!*0!20&549!:$*#!*#$%!,';+$,'&')*!
&(9!(440:!90+,!$)%+,',!*0!-')9!20/',(.'!30,!:#(*!:0+4-!0*#',:$%'!6'!(!5($-!24($&7!!

8($4+,'!*0!,'50,*!(!24($&!20+4-!,'%+4*!$)!(!40%%!03!20/',(.'!30,!*#(*!24($&!()-!30,!
,'4(*'-!24($&%!(%!:'447!<(*'!)012'!$%!0)'!03!*#'!&0%*!20&&0)!,'(%0)%!$)%+,',%!-')9!
24($&%7!

@"! !):A2&>:#;%/#2&4/2B#0,39+:#,3B&#B&)>#B/#>/#:/#C/2#B;/#2&3:/):D#

=7! "#'9!3($4!*0!,'20.)$>'!:#(*!20)%1*+*'%!(!24($&?!0,!!

@7! "#'9!-'2$-'!)0*!*0!,'50,*!(!24($&!6'2(+%'!*#'9!(%%+&'!A$)20,,'2*49B!*#(*!(!24($&!
2()!6'!,'%04/'-!30,!4'%%!*#()!*#'!(554$2(64'!,'*')10)7!

E" ! F&0/G)9H9)G#0,39+:D#

=7! C4($&%!(,'!)0*!4$&$*'-!*0!4(:%+$*%D!

@7! E!24($&!2()!6'F!

(7! :,$G')!-'&()-!A%+2#!(%!()!'H&($4B!30,!&0)'9?!

67! :,$G')!-'&()-!A%+2#!(%!()!'H&($4B!30,!%',/$2'%?!

27! 20,,'%50)-')2'!A%+2#!(%!()!'H&($4B!0I',$).!(!*044$).!(.,''&')*?!

-7! (!2$/$4J!2,$&$)(4!0,!(-&$)$%*,(1/'!5,02''-$).?!

!"! #$%&'()!*#+$

,"! #$(-)),$),$.-!/01)-2%$.3#04$%&'405!/$0*$#$'#*6-&(1.7$.#%!+$

8"! #$8)9!-*4!*1#3$0*9!%:8#:)*+$#*/$

;"! #*$#*8-7$!<4#03$)-$3!5!-$,-)4$#$%;#-!;)3/!-$/!4#*/0*8$8)9!-*#*.!$
.;#*8!%"$

!"! #$%&'()*%+,-)%&.$+/01'234&5,4'%65'+/'7*%.58'

="! >!*!-#3$.)&*%!32%$)?.!$@3!8#3$.)--!%()*/!*.!A$

B"! C&%0*!%%$.)--!%()*/!*.!$D3!%$

E"! F!-0)/0.$.)9!-#8!<.)&*%!3$-!90!G$),$D3!%$$$

9"! :%**%.+;<4'=5%4;/+/0'>;6'?;&'=5@;6A/0')*%+,4'

="! H0401!/$#I!.1$)*$%!3,<0*%&-!/$-!1!*:)*"$

B"! J))*!-$)-$3#1!-$#$.3#04$1;#1$!9!-7)*!$!K(!.1!/$G)&3/$L8)$#G#7M$'3)G%$&($0*1)$
#$4#5!-$1;#1$!K.!!/%$7)&-$!*:-!$-!1!*:)*$#*/$(0!-.!%$7)&-$0*%&-!/$3#7!-"$

:"! #$5/'B%&5'?;A.5'C%3'?;&'D5'B%&5'?;A.5$$

="! N9!*$G;!-!$L1))$4&.;M$:4!$;#%$(#%%!/$1)$809!$9#30/$*):.!O$1;!-!$0%$*)1;0*8$1)$
3)%!$1)$(-)90/!$*):.!O$#*7G#7"$$P*$%)4!$Q&-0%/0.:)*%O$1;!$P*%&-!/$4#7$'!$
!K.&%!/$,-)4$8090*8$:4!37$*):.!$#*/R)-$1;!$P*%&-!/2%$-!%()*%!$1)$1;!$*):.!O$0,$
01$,#03%$1)$-#0%!$1;!$:4!30*!%%$0%%&!O$4#7$'!$/!!4!/$#$G#09!-$),$#*7$L&*:4!37$
*):.!M$/!,!*%!"$$

!!"! #$%&'()*%+,!)-.+/)0%1&#+/2&&

!"#$%&'!(%)*+,-)./!0&(!-1+*)./!2345637!8%09%8%,$!%&.#)0&+*!)*:#%)*.!&0;%'0<&'!0!=0>*!-?!

(0#&<&'!+-=@8*A%,$B!C-(0$D!.-=*!EF!%&.#)*).!-G*)!0!,-,08!-?!=-)*!,H0&!IF!(%G*)*&,!

456!@-8%+%*.B!J;*&!,H*!.%=@8*.,!-?!,H*.*!@-8%+%*.!H0;*!0&!%&<=%(0<&'!&#=9*)!-?!

(*,0%8*(!(*K&%<-&.D!*A+8#.%-&.!0&(!+-&(%<-&.D!L%,H!&#0&+*.!-?!L-)(%&'!,H0,!+0&!H0;*!

;*)$!+-.,8$!+-&.*:#*&+*.!(-L&!,H*!8%&*B!M0))-L!(*K&%<-&.!0&(!-;*)8$!9)-0(!*A+8#.%-&.!

?-#&(!%&!=0&$!.,0&(0)(!@-8%+%*.!+0&!=*0&!,H*!(%G*)*&+*!9*,L**&!$-#)!@-8%+$!+-;*)%&'!0!

=#8<=%88%-&!(-880)!8-..!-)!8*0;%&'!$-#!,-!@0$!,H*!LH-8*!,09B!

!N-),#&0,*8$D!456!@-8%+$!?-)=.!0)*!&-,!+0.,!%&!+-&+)*,*B!CH*.*!@-8%+%*.!0)*!,H*!=-.,!

&*'-<098*!?-)=!-?!%&.#)0&+*!+-;*)0'*B!"*+0#.*!,H*!456!=0)O*,!%.!.-PD!088!%&.#)0&+*!

+-=@0&%*.!0)*!L%88%&'!,-!+-&.%(*)!$-#)!.#''*.<-&.!0&(D!%&!;0)$%&'!(*')**.D!,-!,0%8-)!

,H*%)!@-8%+%*.!,-!=**,!$-#)!&**(.!9$!=*0&.!-?!*&(-).*=*&,.B!!

!C--!?*L!%&.#)*(.!0;0%8!,H*=.*8;*.!?#88$!-?!,H%.!-@@-),#&%,$D!0&(D!0.!0!)*.#8,D!=0&$!

(%.+-;*)!(*;0.,0<&'!+-;*)0'*!.H-)Q088.!0P*)!0!+80%=!0)%.*.B!

!" ! #$%&'()*+,-*./)&'$*

!"!#$%&'()*%+!,-.!/)+'01!2'++!#1/'0%++1!)34$!#5$44!6%'*!#1/47!)8!/$)#40()*9!

•! :'&4!"!0);4$%<4!25'05!/$)#40#7!&'$40#)$7!%*&!)=04$7!%<%'*7#!*)*>

'*&46*'?%@+4!0+%'67!A'B4BC!0+%'67!8)$!25'05!#54!0)6/%*1!4'#54$!6%1!*)#!)$!

0%**)#!'*&46*'81!%!&'$40#)$!)$!)=04$!&D4!#)!+4<%+!)$!?*%*0'%+!7)+;4*01!

$4%7)*7EF!

•! :'&4!G!0);4$%<4!25'05!$4'6@D$747!#54!0)6/%*1!8)$!%6)D*#7!'#!/%17!#)!

&'$40#)$7!)$!)=04$7!%7!'*&46*'?0%()*F!%*&!

•! :'&4!H!0);4$%<4!25'05!/%17!+)7747!%$'7'*<!)D#!)8!04$#%'*!740D$'(47!0+%'67!

%<%'*7#!#54!0)6/%*1B!

IB! .*+1!:'&4!"!0);4$%<4!'*!#54!#$%&'()*%+!,-.!/)+'01!/$)#40#7!#54!'*&';'&D%+!

&'$40#)$7!%*&!)=04$7B!:'&47!G!%*&!H!/$)#40#!#54!0)6/%*1J7!#$4%7D$1B!

KB! ,!-!.J7!%$4!/D#!%#!$'7L!;'%!%!/)+'01!)34$'*<!:'&4!G!%*&!:'&4!H!0);4$%<4B!!

%B! 0);4$4&!0)6/%*1!+)7747!0%*!4$)&4!)$!4M5%D7#!#54!+'6'#7!)8!#54!/)+'01C!

+4%;'*<!#54!&'$40#)$7!%*&!)=04$7!D*&4$'*7D$4&!)$!0)6/+4#4+1!D*'*7D$4&B!

N5'7!$'7L!5%7!@40)64!6)$4!74;4$4!%7!74O+464*#7!%*&!PD&<64*#7!%<%'*7#!

0)6/%*'47!5%;4!'*0$4%74&!'*!7'Q4B!!
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!"! #$%&'()%*+,-.+)/'&%*+,0*)+1,'&+$-'%&,*&.+')23&44)-+1)%+(5&$%+(%,.$4)-,0+
#67+$-*8%,-'&+0$2$(*+,*+3,%4,0+*&90&2&-(*+,-.+)3(+)8(+',*&*+!&')2&+
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STATE

Refusal 
to 
Defend

Refusal to 
Indemnify

Any 
Contract 
Case SOURCE/AUTHORITY NOTES

Alabama Y* N N

Jackson v. Nat'l Sec. Fire and 
Cas. Co., 962 So.2d 855, 863 
(Ala. 2006); §§ 12-19-272 - 
73, Ala.Code 1975

Alabama follows the American Rule, with no exception for 
insurance coverage cases (whether or not dec. jdgmt. cases, 
and regardless of size).  However frivolous or unjustified 
denials of coverage may subject the insurer to an attorney fee 
award under Alabama's Litigation Accountability Act.  
Although authority for the proposition that it is available is 
sparse, Alabama courts have occasionally awarded attorney 
fees in duty to defend cases.  See, e.g., Alabama Farm Mut. 
Cas. Ins. Co. v. Harris, 184 So.2d 837 (Ala. 1966).  This 
appears to be based on an equitable theory, in which case it 
may only be available in dec. jdgmt. actions.

Alaska Y Y Y Alaska R. Civ. P. 82

Alaska follows a modified English Rule in all civil matters.  In 
bad faith and refusal to defend cases, enhanced fees and 
damages may be available.

Arizona Y Y Y Ariz. Rev. Stat. §12-341.01
By statute, Arizona permits fee shifting in any breach of 
contract case.

Arkansas Y Y Y

Ark. Code Ann. § 16-22-308 
(Reply. 1999); Ark. Code 
Ann. § 16-22-308; See also 
Med. Liability Mutual Ins. Co. 
v. Alan Curtis Enter., 2008-
AR-0601.010 (May 29, 2008) 
rehearing denied 2008-AR-
0627.004 (June 26, 2008)

The insured may recover fees against the insurance company 
in a declaratory judgment action for coverage under the 
policy.

California Y Y N

Cal. Code Civ. P. § 1021; 
Brandt v. Superior Court, 693 
P.2d 796, 799 - 801 (1985).

In general, California follows the American rule except in 
common fund, substantial benefit, and private AG cases.  See 
Gray v. Don Miller & Associates, Inc., 35 Cal.3d 498, 504 
(1984); Cal. Code Civ. P. § 1021.  An insurance contract can 
specify that attorney fees will be paid, however.  Moreover, 
when an insured must obtain the assistance of counsel in order 
to obtain the benefit of the insurance contract, the attorney 
fees are assessed as a measure of damages, not as a separate 
cost item, and are fully recoverable.

Colorado N N N

§ 13-17-101 et seq, 
C.R.S.2002; Continental 
Western Ins. Co. v. Heritage 
Estates Mutual Housing Ass., 
Inc., 77 P.3d 911, 913, 915 - 
16 (2003).

Colorado's statutes are clear that attorney fee awards are not 
available.  The Colorado Court of Appeals has interpreted this 
to mean that attorney fees are generally unavailable unless a 
contract otherwise provides, the claim or defense is frivolous, 
or the insurer acts in bad faith (triggering another statutory 
regime).

Connecticut N N N

ACMAT Corp. v. Greater New 
York Mut. Ins. Co., 282 Conn. 
576 (Conn.2007) (p. 708, 
"Even without an authorizing 
contractual or statutory 
provision, a trial court may 
award attorney's fees to a 
policyholder that has 
prevailed in a declaratory 
judgment action against its 
insurance company only if the 
policyholder can prove that 
the insurer has engaged in bad 
faith conduct prior to or in the 

Connecticut permits an attorney fee award "only if the 
policyholder can prove that the insurer has engaged in bad 
faith conduct prior to or in the course of the litigation."

Delaware N* N* N

EI Du Pont DeNemours and 
Co. v. Admiral Ins. Co., 1994 
wl 465547 (Del. Super 1994).

Attorney fees are not generally allowed, and are not allowed 
in casualty cases.  A special rule prevails in property cases, 
however, permitting recovery.  18 Del. C. 4102.

Florida Y Y N F.S.A. 627.428.
Attorney fees allowed when insured is successful in coverage 
action.

Georgia N N N
Ga. Code Ann. 33-4-6; OCGA 
33-7-15(b.1).

Attorney fees allowed when insurer acts in bad faith.  Also, 
under Georgia's no fault rules, attorney fees are allowed in 
automobile insurance coverage cases.  Stedman v. Cotton 
States Ins. Co., 562 S.E.2d 256 (Ga. App. 2002).

Hawaii Y Y N

HRS § 431:10-242 (2005); 
Commerce & Industry 
Insurance Co. v. Bank of 
Hawaii, 832 P.2d 733, 737 
(1992).

HRS § 607-14 permits recovery of attorney fees up to 25% of 
a money judgment if a contract so provides.  Other sections of 
HRS § 607-14 also permit attorney fee awards - for instance, 
against frivolous claims or defenses.

STATE

Refusal 
to 
Defend

Refusal to 
Indemnify

Any 
Contract 
Case SOURCE/AUTHORITY NOTES

Idaho Y* Y* N

I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1); but see § 12-
120, Idaho Code (permitting 
discretionary fee awards in 
cases worth less than 
$25,000); 12-121 (permitting 
discretionary fee awards 
generally).

Provided a demand for benefits or defense is made at an 
appropriate time prior to filing suit, attorney fees may be 
awarded at the discretion of the court.

Illinois N N N

Taco Bell Corp. v. Continental 
Cas. Co., 388 F.3d 1069, 
1077 (7th Cir. 2004); as to 
bad faith 215 ILL. Comp. Stat 
5/155

The rules differ for bad faith claims, where attorney fees may 
be available.

Indiana N N N

Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company v. OSI Industries, 
Inc., 831 N.E.2d 192, 205 
(Ind. App. 2005); Masonic 
Temple Ass'n of 
Crawfordsville v. Indiana 
Farmers Mutual Ins. Co., 837 
N.E.2d 1032, 1039 (Ind. App. 
2005).

Attorneys fees are not allowed in the absence of a statute or 
some agreement or stipulation authorizing such an award.  
Thus, first-party attorney fee awards are not generally 
available.  However, "when defendant's breach of contract 
caused the plaintiff to engage in litigation with a third party to 
protect its interests and such action would not have been 
necessary but for the defendant's breach, attorneys fees and 
litigation expenses incurred in litigation with a third party may 
be recovered as an element of plaintiff's damages from 
defendant's breach of contract."  Masonic Temple Ass'n of 
Crawfordsville v. Indiana Farmers Mutual Ins. Co., 837 
N.E.2d 1032, 1039 (Ind. App. 2005).

Iowa N N N

Brown TP. Mut. Ins. Ass'n. v. 
Kress, 330 N.W.2d 291, 300 
(Iowa 1983) (quoting Deaton 
v. Allstate Ins. Co., 548 
S.W.2d 162, 164 (Ky.App. 
1977)).

Iowa, like Kentucky, treats attorney fees as consequential 
damages.  In a breach of contract case, consequential damages 
are not appropriately awarded - the appropriate measure is 
expectation damages.  Therefore attorney fees are generally 
unavailable.  Additionally, Iowa does not recognize a tort in 
first-party insureds for bad faith.

Kansas Y

Guaranty Nat'l Ins. Co. v. 
McGuire, 192 F. Supp. 2d 
1204, 1206-07 (D. Kan. 2002)

Kentucky N N N

Nucor Corp. v. General 
Electric Co., 812 S.W.2d 136 
(Ky. 1991).

The general rule is, “with the exception of a specific 
contractual provision allowing for  recovery of attorneys' fees 
or a fee-shifting statute, ...each party assumes responsibility 
for his or her own attorneys' fees."  See also Deaton v. Allstate 
Ins. Co., 548 S.W.2d 162, 164 (Ky.App. 1977) and discussion 
of same in Iowa, supra.

Louisiana Y Y Y

Steptore v. Masco Const. Co., 
Inc., 643 So.2d 1213 (1994).  
Counsel fees in coverage 
action may be allowed.  Little 
v. Kalo Laboratories, Inc., 
424 So.2d 1065, 1069 
(La.App. 2 Cir., 1982) 
("stating that an insurer had 
made the "conscious and 
arbitrary decision not to honor 
its policy obligation."

Attorney fees may be awarded when authorized by contract or 
statute.

Maine Y N N

24 AMRSA 2436 B(2) ( In
an action…to determine an 
insurer's contractual duty to 
defend an insured under an 
insurance policy, if the 
insured prevails in such 
action, the insurer shall pay 
court costs and reasonable 
attorneys fees."; Foremost 
Insurance Company v. 
Levesque, 926 A.2d 1185, 
1187-88 (2007); Maine Mut. 
Fire Ins. Co. v. Gervais, 745 
A.2d 360, 362 (Me. 1999).

Maryland Y Y N

Bausch & Lomb, Inc. v. Utica 
Mutual Ins. Co., 355 Md. 
566, 591 (Md. 1999).

Attorney fees are recoverable in duty to defend and denial of 
coverage instances, but this rule is limited to third party 
liability coverage and does not apply to actions against insurer 
to enforce 1st party coverage.
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STATE

Refusal 
to 
Defend

Refusal to 
Indemnify

Any 
Contract 
Case SOURCE/AUTHORITY NOTES

Massachusetts Y N N

G.L.c. 151B, s9; City of 
Lowell v. Massachusetts 
Com'n Against 
Discrimination, 840 N.E.2d 
553, 554 (Mass. App. Ct. 
2006) Rubenstein v. Royal, 
Ins. Co. of America, 429 
Mass. 355 (Mass. 1999)

Michigan N N N MCL 500.3148

Under the statute, an insurer's reasonable withholding of 
coverage does not entitle the insured to attorney fees.  An 
unreasonable withholding, however, exposes the insurer to a 
mandatory (non-discretionary) award of full reasonable fees.  
A decision is not unreasonable if "based on a legitimate 
question of statutory construction, constitutional law, or 
factual uncertainty."  Attard v. Citizens Ins. Co. of America, 
602 N.W.2d 633, 638 (1999).

Minnesota Y N N

In re: Silicone Implant 
Insurance Coverage 
Litigation, 667 N.W.2d 405, 
422-23 (Minn. 2003); 
Morrison v. Swenson, 274 
Minn. 127, 142 N.W.2d 640 
(1966).

For over 100 years it has been the law in Minnesota that 
attorney fees are only recoverable by a prevailing party when 
there is statutory authorization or a contractual agreement 
allowing those fees. However, a narrow exception to the 
general rule permits recovery when an insurer breaches its 
duty to defend.

Mississippi N* N* N See Notes.

Mississippi s gloss on the American Rule is that no fees are
permissible in a general contract action unless statute or 
contract so authorize, or unless punitive damages are also 
available.  Stokes v. Bd. of Directors of La Cav Imp. Co., 654 
So.2d 524, 529 (Miss. 1995).  Nonetheless, Mississippi has 
permitted attorney fee awards in insurance failure-to-pay cases 
when the failure was unreasonable, using a sort of tort theory.  
See Willard v. Paracelsus Health Care Corp., 681 So.2d 539, 
544-45 (Miss. 1996); Univ. Life Ins. Co. v. Veasley, 610 So.2d 
290 (Miss. 1992).  This area of law is not yet well-developed, 
and while it is unclear whether Mississippi will allow attorney 
fees in unreasonable failure to pay cases, it likely will not 
extend such awards to general failure to pay.  See Willard, 681 
So.2d at 545 (limiting Veasley to its facts).

Missouri Y N N

Travelers Indem. Co. v. 
Bruns, 701 S.W.2d 195 
(Mo.App.E.D. 1995); 
American Economy Ins. Co. v. 
Ledbetter, 903 S.W.2d 272 
(Mo.App. S.D. 1995) 
(citations omitted).

Attorney fees not typically recoverable in insurance coverage 
litigation unless contract or statute states otherwise.  However, 
attorney fees may be awarded in "unusual circumstances."  
While the absence of “bad faith” in filing suit is a factor in 
arriving at equity and justice in assessing costs, such absence 
does not compel denial of attorney fees.  

Montana Y Y N

Mountain West Farm Bureau 
Mut. Ins. Co. v. Brewer, 69 
P.3d 652 (Mont. 2003)

Nebraska Y Y N Neb. Rev. Stat. §44-359

Note that an attorney fee award is mandatory under Nebraska 
law.  Rieschick Drilling Co. v. American Cas. Co., 303 
N.W.2d 264 (Neb. 1981).

Nevada Y* Y* Y* NRS 18.010

Attorney fees are available by statute only in low-value cases 
in which there is a money recovery.  Note that the rules are 
different in declaratory judgment actions, where Nevada's 
rules do not generally permit any attorney fee recovery.  See 
Smith v. Crown Financial Svcs., 890 P.2d 769, 774-75 (Nev. 
1995); City of Las Vegas v. Cragin Indus., 478 P.2d 585, 590 
(Nev. 1970).  Fee recovery under Nevada's hybrid 
American/English rule is only permitted for low-value (less 
than $20,000) cases.

New Hampshire Y Y N
N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. §461:22-
b

New Jersey Y Y N.J.Ct.R. 4:42-9 (a)(6)

STATE

Refusal 
to 
Defend

Refusal to 
Indemnify

Any 
Contract 
Case SOURCE/AUTHORITY NOTES

New Mexico N N N
NMSA 1978, § 59A-16-
30(B) (1990)

Attorney fees are not recoverable as damages in New Mexico.  
State ex rel. Roberson v. Bd. of Educ., 372 P.2d 832, 836-37 
(N.M. 1962).  Thus, they are only recoverable if a statute or 
contract so authorizes.  New Mexico's Insurance Code 
generally permits recovery of fees for a "willful" refusal to 
provide coverage.  NMSA 1978, § 59A-16-30(B) (1990).  As 
this is within New Mexico's Unfair Trade Practices section of 
the Insurance Code, "willful" likely equates to "bad faith".

New York Y N N

Employer's Mut. Cas. Co. v. 
Key Pharms., 75 F.3d 815, 
824 (2d Cir. 1996); as to bad 
faith, Sukup v. State, 227 
N.E.2d 842 , 844 (N.Y. 1967).

The Mighty Midget rule has been narrowly construed to apply
only to cases where the insured is defending (not where the 
insured is the plaintiff), and only in duty to defend cases.  This 
is because of its curious derivation - the Court finds the duty 
to pay attorney fees in the insurance contract itself, 
specifically in the duty to defend.  Because the insurer has a 
duty to defend the insured against claims arising out of 
covered injuries, and because the coverage dispute itself arises 
out of the covered injury, the insurer must pay the insured's 
costs of defense.  Presumably it does not apply when the 
insured brings the suit, because the insured then causes the 
injury and insured-caused injuries are not covered.  This being 
the logic, one wonders if the insurer could, for instance, assert 
its right to control the defense of the "covered claim," 

North Carolina Y Y Y

Hubbard Telephone 
Contractors, Inc. v. Michigan 
Mut. Ins. Co., 157 
N.C.App.572 (2003); NC St. 
6-21.1 Allowance of Counsel 
Fees as Part of Costs in 
Certain Cases, "In any 
personal injury or property 
damage suit, or suit against an 
insurance company under a 
policy issued by the defendant 
insurance company and in 
which the insured or 
beneficiary is thep laitniff, 

Attorney fees recoverable when insurer acts in bad faith, is 
authorized by statute or contained in contract.

North Dakota Y Y N

State Farm Fire and Cas. Co. 
v. Sigman, 508 N.W.2d 323, 
325-27 (N.D. 1993).

The North Dakota court has found, in the duty of defense 
language in an insurance policy, a correlative duty to bear the 
attorney fees of its insured in a declaratory judgment action to 
determine coverage, provided the insured is the prevailing 
party.  See generally Western Nat'l Mut. Ins. Co. v. Univ. of 
North Dakota, 643 N.W.2d 4 (N.D. 2002).  See also N.D.C.C. 
§ 32-23-08.

Ohio Y

Westfield Cos. V. OKL Can 
Line, 155 Ohio App.3d 747 
(Ohio App. 1 Dist. 2003).

In a general duty to defend case, attorney fees are available.  
Moreover, in a declaratory judgment action attorney fees may 
be available even to a non-prevailing party.  R.C. 2721.09; 
United States Fid. And Guar. Co. V. St. Elizabeth Med. Center, 
129 Ohio App3d 45 (1998).

Oklahoma Y Okla. Stat. Ann. §3629
Prevailing party in a declaratory action may be awarded costs 
and fees.

Pennsylvania N N N

See 42 Pa.Cons.Stat.Ann. Sec.
2503 (Purdon); Montgomery 
Ward & Co. v. Pacific 
Indemnity Co., 557 F.2d 51, 
57-59 (3d Cir.1977). As to 
bad faith cases, see TIG Ins. 
Co. v. Nobel Learning Comm.,
Inc., No. 01-4708, 2002 U.S. 
Dist., 2002 WL 1340332 at 
*18 (E.D. Pa. June 18, 2002); 
Kelmo Enterprises Inc. v. 
Commercial Union Insurance 
Company, 426 A.2d 680, 685 
(Pa. Super 1981).

Attorney fees can be assessed against the losing party only if it 
is found to have acted in bad faith.
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Rhode Island Y N N

Ins Co. of North America v. 
Kayser-Roth Corp., 770 A.2d 
403 (R.I. 2001); United States 
v. Kayser-Roth Corp., 724 
F.Supp. 15 (D.R.I. 1989).

Rhode Island permits attorney fee awards in bad faith cases
and refusal to defend cases, but does not generally permit 
them in refusal to indemnify cases.  But see Insurance Co. of 
North America v. Kayser Roth Corp. 1999 WL 813661, *48 
(R.I. 1999) ("the law is well settled that '[a]n insurer who 
denies coverage does so at its own risk, and, although its 
position may not have been entirely groundless, if the denial is 
found to be wrongful it is liable for the full amount which will 
compensate the insured for all the detriment caused by the 
insurer's breach of the express and implied obligations of the 
contract," and "[w]hen an insurer brings a declaratory 
judgment action to determine its duty to defend and indemnify 
which is unsuccessful, it must pay the insured for the defense 
of both the underlying action and the declaratory judgment 

South Carolina N N N
Code 1976 38-59-40; 274 
S.C. 468 (1980)

Attorney fees recoverable when insurer unreasonably refuses 
to defend, but not when the refusal is reasonable.

South Dakota N N N SDCL 58-12-3.

South Dakota's dec. judgmt. act does not permit attorney fee 
shifting, Public Entity Pool for Liability v. Score, 658 N.W.2d 
64, 68 (S.D. 2003), and its insurance code generally provides 
for fees only when the insurers conduct in refusing coverage 
was vexatious or without reasonable cause.  SDCL 58-12-3.  
Note that attorney fees are available in bad faith cases even if 
it is the insurer who initiates a dec. judgmt. action.  All Nation 
Ins. Co. v. Jeffrey W., 344 N.W.2d 493 (S.D. 1984).

Tennessee N N N
State ex rel. Orr v. Thomas, 
585 S.W.2d 606 (Tenn. 1979).

In the absence of a contract, statute or recognized ground of 
equity so providing, there is no right to have attorney's fees 
paid by an opposing party in civil litigation.  The result is 
different in bad faith cases.  Tenn. Code Ann. 56-7-105.

Texas Y Y Y
Tx. Civ. Prac. & Rem. §§ 
37.009 & 38.001.

Texas permits discretionary fee shifting (attorney fees are 
taxed as costs) in declaratory judgment actions.  Tx Civ. Prac. 
& Rem. § 37.009.  Fee shifting is also permissible in contract 
cases generally.  Tx. Civ. Prac. & Rem. § 38.001(8).  The 
procedure is truly odd for non-Texas practitioners - the 
reasonableness of the attorney fee award is a jury question, 
and testimony is taken from attorneys as expert witnesses.  See 
Thomas v. Bobby D. Associates, 2008-TX-0808.258 (August 
6, 2008).  In bad faith cases, Texas law provides for fee 
shifting and treble damages.  Tx. Ins. Code § 541.152.

Utah N N N

Farmers Ins. Exch. v. Call, 
712 P.2d 231, 237 (Utah 
1985) Fee shifting is only available in bad faith claims.

Vermont N N N

Concord Gen. Mut. Ins. Co. v. 
Woods, 824 A.2d 572, 579 
(Vt. 2003).

The Court will not award attorney fees, which are 
discretionary, "[i]n the absence of a finding of bad faith on the 
part of the insurance company, or outrageous conduct creating 
the dominating reasons of justice [it has] held to be necessary 
to justify a departure from the American Rule". Concord Gen. 
Mut. Ins. Co. v. Woods, 824 A.2d 572, 579 (Vt. 2003).

Virginia Y Y N
Scottsdale Ins. Co. v. Glick, 
240 Va. 283 (1990). Attorney fees recoverable when insurer acts in bad faith.

Washington Y Y N

Olympic S.S. Co., Inc. v. 
Centennial Ins. Co., 811 P.2d 
673, 681 (Wash. 1991).

Olympic S.S. fees are available whenever an insured must 
litigate to cause the insurer to pay appropriate coverage, 
regardless of whether such litigation is instituted by insured or 
insurer and regardless of whether it is a dec. jdgmt. action or 
a damages action.  The theory of the Court appears to be that 
attorney fees are a component of the damages sustained by the 
insured by the insurer's failure to defend or indemnify, and the 
insurance contract requires the insurer to pay for all of the 
damages sustained.  As with New York's Mighty Midget rule, 
one wonders what happens when the attorney fees are greater 
than the policy limits, so the contract rationale no longer 
holds up.

West Virginia Y Y N

Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v. 
Pitrolo, 176 W.Va. 190 
(W.Va. 1986).

The prevailing party in a property damage insurance case gets 
counsel fees.  Hayseed's Inc. v. State Farm Fire & Cas., 177 
W.Va. 323 (1996).  Moreover, the successful insured in a dec. 
jdgmt. action to establish or deny the existence of coverage 
can recover attorney fees (whether such action was brought by 
insured or insurer).

STATE

Refusal 
to 
Defend

Refusal to 
Indemnify

Any 
Contract 
Case SOURCE/AUTHORITY NOTES

Wisconsin Y* N N* Wis. Stat. §806.04

Wisconsin s Uniform Dec. Jdgmt. Act. provides for awards of
"costs."  Wis. Stat. § 806.04(10).  Moreover, "costs" are 
generally subject to a discretionary award by the court in most 
cases.  Wis. Stat. § 814.01 - 03.  Costs include a very small 
attorney fee award (around $300).  Wis. Stat. § 814.04(1).  
However, when the insurer fails to defend, Wisconsin courts 
have invoked equitable powers under the Dec. Jdgmt. Act, see 
Wis. Stat. § 806.04(8),  to permit full recovery of fees.  Elliott 
v. Donahue, 169 Wis.2d 310, 324-25 (1992).  Note that the 
Plaintiff's attorney is generally liable for costs taxed for the 
benefit of defendant until the plaintiff posts a security for such 
costs.  Wis. Stat. § 814.34.  Attorney fees are broadly available 
in bad faith cases.  DeChant v. Monarch Life Ins. Co., 547 
N.W.2d 592, 571-77 (Wis. 1996).

Wyoming N N N See Notes.

Wyoming glosses the American Rule in the same manner as 
Mississippi - fees are not shifted unless statute or contract so 
permit, or unless punitive damages are awarded.  Campbell 
County School Dist. v. State, 181 P.3d 43, 70 (Wyo. 2008).  
This may make fees available in bad faith actions.  As in most 
other states, unfair claims settlement practices are prohibited 
in Wyoming.  Unlike most other states, Wyoming's statute 
does not expressly state that this is not intended to confer a 
private right of action separate from a tort of bad faith.  Thus, 
systematic but not bad-faith failures to settle may provide 
another ground for litigation about attorney fee awards.  When 
available, attorney fees are left to the discretion of the court, 
with no jury requirement.  Wyo. Stat. 1-14-126.
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         PART THREE: 
 
AVOIDING THE D&O TRAPS OF UNTIMELY NOTICE AND UNDER-INSURANCE 

I. The “Untimely Notice” Trap 

A. D&O policies are written on a claims-made basis. This means the insured must 
give notice of a claim as soon as practicable.  Failure to comply with this 
requirement may allow your insurer to deny coverage for what would otherwise 
be a paid claim.  Failure to report a claim could result in a loss of coverage for 
that claim and for related claims as well. Late notice is one of the most common 
reasons insurers deny claims. 

 
B. Insureds who report claims late tend to do so for two reasons: 
 
 1. They fail to recognize what constitutes a claim; or  
 

2. They decide not to report a claim because they assume (incorrectly) that a 
claim can be resolved for less than the applicable retention. 

 
C. Recognizing claims:  
 
 1. Claims are not limited to lawsuits! 

 
2. A claim can be: 
 

(a) a written demand (such as an e-mail) for money; 
 
(b) a written demand (such as an e-mail) for services; 
 
(c) correspondence (such as an e-mail) offering a tolling agreement; 
 
(d) a civil, criminal or administrative proceeding; 
 
(e) a subpoena; 
 
(f) a proof of creditor’s claim submitted in a bankruptcy case; 
 
(g) a governmental investigation; and 
 
(h) an angry e-mail or letter from a shareholder demanding 

governance changes. 
 

D. What “Claim-Catching” Systems are in Place? 
 
 1. General counsel’s office (legal correspondence) 
 2. Business correspondence files 
  
 3, Periodic coverage-counsel review of files   

E. Fallacious Reasoning for Not Reporting Claims 
. 

1. Limited affect on self-insured retention. 
 
2. Sooner or later a claim that everyone expected would “go away” blows up 

into a matter that exceeds your entire retention and pierces your insured 
layer. 

 
F.  When Late Notice May Not be Late Notice  
 
  1. Even where “too much” time has passed to give valid notice,  

there is nothing to lose to provide notice, anyway.  In some jurisdictions, 
the Insured may be excused from giving timely notice and/or the Insured’s 
response to the notice, if it fails to raise the timeliness issue, may be 
deemed a waiver of any “untimely notice” defense.  
 

II. The “Under-Insurance” Trap  
 
Buying directors' and officers' ("D&O") liability insurance requires navigating a maze of 
daunting complexity. Today, some 40 insurers offer a total of more than 80 different D&O 
policies. Even the simplest of these policies have an intimidating number of detailed definitions, 
exclusions and conditions, with nuances of wording that can have very costly consequences 
down the line. Narrow definitions and overly broad exclusions found in many standard policies 
can mean the difference between your policy covering a multimillion dollar loss or leaving you 
to pay the whole tab. 
 
Fortunately, D&O policy forms are not cast in concrete. These policies are the most negotiable 
form of insurance coverage. Because the D&O market is soft, all insurance companies are 
willing to consider your suggestions and, in varying degrees, to tailor their policies to meet your 
needs by means of endorsements.  
 
Too few insureds avail themselves fully of this opportunity, and, as a result, many discover 
devastating coverage shortfalls after a claim arises. 
 
 A. Typical D&O Policy 
 
  A traditional D&O policy will typically offer three main types of protection: 
 

! Side A coverage which protects directors and officers against non-
indemnifiable claims (i.e., claims for which the company either may not or 
cannot indemnify a director or officer due to legal or financial solvency 
reasons); 

 
! Side B coverage which reimburses the company for amounts it pays to 

directors or officers as indemnification; and 
 

! Side C coverage which pays losses arising out of certain securities claims 
against the company. 
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1. Only Side A coverage in the traditional D&O policy protects the 
individual directors and officers. Sides B and C protect the company’s 
treasury. 

2. D & O’s are put at risk via a policy offering Side B and Side C coverage.   
 

(a) covered company losses can erode or exhaust the limits of the 
policy, leaving the directors and officers underinsured or 
completely uninsured. This risk has become more severe as 
settlements and judgments against companies have increased in 
size.  

 
(b) Directors and officers also face increased competition for their 

traditional D&O insurance limits as partial settlements and opt out 
cases become more popular. 

(c) If corporation files for bankruptcy, bankruptcy court can freeze the 
policy limits during the bankruptcy proceeding, forcing the 
directors and officers to pay their own defense costs during what 
could be a multi-year litigation. Worse yet, the bankruptcy court 
could make the limits of a traditional D&O policy available to 
creditors. Either way, this could leave individual directors and 
officers without insurance protection when they need it most. 

B. The New “Dedicated Limit” Policy Maximizes Coverage for the D & O’s.   
 

1. Advantages generally. To help avoid the shortcomings of the traditional 
D&O policy, insurers developed the “dedicated limit” policy. These 
policies typically sit on top of a traditional D&O program and offer just 
Side A coverage.  Thus, this policy maximizes D & O coverage. As 
explained above, Side A coverage only responds to losses of the directors 
and officers in those limited situations when the company may not or 
cannot indemnify those directors and officers, such as when the corporate 
insured is insolvent, in certain derivative actions, or where the company’s 
certificate of incorporation or by-laws prohibit indemnification.  Some 
examples of how the dedicated limit policy maximizes coverage:  

(a) Company losses cannot erode or exhaust the limit.  
 
(b) Cannot be treated as an asset of the bankruptcy estate. Thus, it will 

remain beyond the reach of the bankruptcy court and any creditors 
of the company. 

 
(c) Generally provides broader coverage than a traditional D&O 

policy. For example, a typical dedicated limit policy will be 
completely non-rescindable and non-cancelable once the premium 
has been paid.  

 
(d) Many of the exclusions generally found in a traditional D&O 

policy – such as the ERISA, failure to maintain insurance, 

pollution, libel/slander and defamation exclusions – are not 
included in a typical dedicated limit policy.  A dedicated limit 
policy generally has several more insured friendly exclusions 
including the “insured vs. insured” and “employment practices” 
exclusions. 

 
(e) Can be structured to best meet the risk transfer needs of 

management. 
 
2. Customized advantages.  The dedicated limits policy can be structured in a 

manner tailored to the needs of the D & O’s: 
 

(a) the policy can be structured as a straight Side A excess policy 
which will cover directors and officers on an excess basis above a 
company’s traditional D&O program. This structure tends to be 
less expensive but offers less protection than other types of 
dedicated limit policies. 

(b) For broader coverage, a company can select a Side A difference-
in-conditions (“DIC”) policy which can serve as an excess policy 
or drop down to the primary position if the underlying traditional 
D&O program cannot or fails to respond (rightly or wrongly) due 
to: (1) rescission by the underlying insurers; (2) wrongful refusal 
and/or financial inability of the underlying insurers or the company 
to indemnify a loss; and/or (3) denial of coverage by the 
underlying insurers due to coverage exclusions that are not 
contained in the dedicated limit policy. 

 
(c) A company may also select an independent directors liability 

(“IDL”) policy. This policy is similar to a Side A DIC policy 
except that an IDL policy only protects the independent or outside 
directors. The main advantage of an IDL policy (as opposed to a 
Side A or Side A DIC policy) from the perspective of the 
independent directors, is that the limits of an IDL policy cannot be 
eroded or exhausted by officers who typically face a greater risk of 
large defense costs, settlement amounts and judgments. 
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Current Business and Legal Trends Affecting Directors & Officers Liability: 
 
Securities Claims 
 
As the single largest source of liability against directors and officers (D&Os), securities claims 
remain a key area of concern. Over the past 12 months, we have seen a number of significant 
trends in this arena: 
 

• For the first time in history, all of the top ten shareholder class action settlements 
exceeded $1 billion. We are continuing to see enormous settlements. Nine of the ten 
largest settlements of all time have occurred in the past three years.  

• Average investor losses have grown dramatically over the last decade, from $134 million 
in the average suit settling in 1996 to approximately $2 billion in 2006. Because investor 
losses are the most significant driver in determining settlement values, the higher 
investor losses for more recently resolved cases may explain the rise in settlement 
values.  

• While average and median settlement values are rising, the majority of securities class 
action cases still settle for less than $10 million. In fact, from 2005-2007, 37 percent of 
cases have been resolved for less than $5 million and 57 percent for less than $10 
million. 

• The existence of allegations concerning accounting improprieties in a complaint leads to 
an increase in the value of the expected settlement by approximately 20 percent.  In 
cases where there are admitted irregularities, the settlement value increases by nearly 
50 percent. 

• The pace of federal securities class action filings remains below historic norms. From 
1998 to 2005 more than 200 cases were filed per year. 2006 saw a dip in the number of 
class actions with only 136 cases filed during that year. Through the end of November 
2007, 157 cases have been filed, 28 of which are related to the fallout in the mortgage 
industry.  

• The securities class action numbers do not include many of the stock option cases, most 
of which were filed as derivative cases. There have been nearly 30 class action suits 
and 160 stock derivative suits related to stock options filed to date.   

• Settlements have been shown to increase by an average of approximately one-third if an 
IPO is involved.  

• Recent turmoil in the subprime lending market has led to 28 securities class action 
lawsuits claims through November, and may be a source of significant filings over the 
near term. 

 
The Tellabs Case 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Tellabs v. Makor, which was decided on June 21, 2007, 
clarified the pleading standard required in a securities case filed pursuant to section 10b-5 of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The court adopted a pleading standard saying that the 
plaintiffs’ pleading of scienter must be more than merely plausible or reasonable—it must be 
cogent and at least as plausible as any opposing inference of nonfraudulent intent. The overall 
impact on the filing of securities class actions is expected to be minimal other than perhaps to 
reallocate the filings in the various appeals courts by arguably making it easier for plaintiffs to 
file cases in the 9th and 11th Circuit Courts, which had a more stringent pleading standard than 
the 2nd and 3rd Circuit Courts. 

The Credit Suisse Case 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Credit Suisse v. Billing, which was decided on June 18, 
2007, held that conduct is impliedly immune from suit under the antitrust laws if that conduct 
falls within the scope of the securities laws. The case arose in the context of an antitrust case 
brought against underwriters arising out of the IPO “laddering” claims. The case is regarded as 
a win for the business community and establishes clear guidelines for the application of the 
implied antitrust immunity doctrine in securities cases and should remove the potential for treble 
damages associated with antitrust suits in what otherwise are securities-related cases. 
 
The Stoneridge Case 
 
Oral arguments were presented in Stoneridge Investment Partners v. Scientific-Atlanta on 
October 9, 2007.  Stoneridge, a shareholder of Charter Communications, alleges that Scientific-
Atlanta and Motorola were part of a scheme to defraud Charter's shareholders and as a result 
are liable to Charter’s shareholders for their participation in the fraud. The district court and the 
8th Circuit both dismissed the claims against Scientific-Atlanta and Motorola, and the plaintiffs 
appealed to the Supreme Court.  
 
If the court rules in favor of Stoneridge, the case could have significant implications for any 
parties that do business with a public issuer—in particular, banks, accounting firms, lawyers or 
any other "deep pocket" entities—all of whom would be very attractive targets for the plaintiffs' 
bar. A ruling in the case may come as early as the end of the year. 
 
Derivative Claims  
 
It has become increasingly common for the plaintiffs’ bar to file “tagalong” state derivative cases 
in connection with federal class action securities cases. Recently, it has also been common to 
file derivative actions associated with stock option backdating issues as well as merger and 
acquisition issues. Derivative claims have traditionally settled for corporate therapeutics, 
enhanced disclosure, or other non-monetary relief, disgorgement of ill-gotten gains (if they were 
so alleged) and often plaintiffs’ fees, which can range from a small sum to more than $20 
million. In addition, derivative claims are usually brought under state law. As a result, 
defendants in such actions typically will not be afforded the same protections available under 
the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act (PSLRA) in connection with federal securities 
claims. Finally, state law derivative actions present a real risk of multiple actions and potentially 
inconsistent adjudications.  
 
Backdating of Stock Options 
 
Over the past 18 months, we have witnessed an explosion of regulatory inquiries, 
investigations, derivative suits and shareholder suits surrounding the alleged backdating and/or 
timing of stock options by various companies. We believe these filings have already peaked due 
in large part to statute of limitation issues. At issue in the cases are allegations that companies 
may have backdated and/or timed options awarded to executives to coincide with the release of 
favorable news in order to increase the value of those options and that companies may not have 
properly accounted for and/or disclosed such practices. At this time, it appears that the 
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resolution of these cases will not result in large payments by directors and officers liability 
(D&O) insurers, and, thus, the cases should not have a material impact on the D&O market.  
 
Subprime-Related Litigation  
 
The “meltdown” of the subprime credit markets is a potentially significant matter. There is a 
considerable uncertainty as to the valuation of subprime mortgage-related securities as a result 
of increasing default rates and the number of ARM resets on the horizon. In addition, the 
concerns related to subprime mortgage debt have triggered an overall tightening of the credit 
markets which may have a material adverse impact on many companies’ financial statements. 
The 2007 third quarter’s disclosure season may generate some significant stock market volatility 
as holders of subprime mortgage debt try to mark the securities to market in a very fluid and 
tight market.  
 
Errors or omissions in those disclosures could ultimately lead to corrective disclosures, 
subsequent drops in stock prices and the almost-certain securities class action filings as a 
result. As of November 30, 2007, more than 25 subprime mortgage debt-related suits have 
been filed against banks, mortgage companies and home builders. 
 
Executive Compensation  
 
Shareholders and the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) continue to scrutinize executive 
compensation, particularly with regard to companies that may be performing below 
expectations. A number of suits have been brought challenging such compensation.  Moreover, 
recent SEC rules requiring more comprehensive disclosure of such compensation may further 
fuel this trend, particularly if companies cannot demonstrate that their executives met their 
performance targets.  
 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Violations and Investigations 
 
There has been a recent upsurge in enforcement actions alleging violations of the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), a statute passed by Congress in the mid-1970s. The Act 
prohibits the bribing of foreign officials to gain a business advantage and requires companies to 
maintain records that accurately represent their transactions and to have an adequate system of 
internal controls in place. While FCPA violations generally result in criminal punishment, fines, 
and penalties, which are typically not covered under a company’s D&O policy, they can also 
lead to follow-on civil litigation, such as securities class actions which do implicate coverage. 
 
Climate Related Liabilities 
 
Climate change or global warming is an area that has sparked a great deal of concern among 
regulators, investors, and public interest groups. Directors and officers who fail to disclose and 
manage environmental and climate-related concerns and to anticipate and guard against the 
risks these concerns may pose for their company’s financial performance may find themselves 
at risk for shareholder suits. In addition, the recent adoption of FIN 47 may lead to complexities 
around identifying, estimating and disclosing environmental liabilities associated with the future 
retirement of fixed assets. The complexities create a greater potential for eventual corrective 
disclosures. 

During the 2007 proxy season there were approximately 40 climate-related shareholder 
proposals. Of those proposals, 15 companies addressed the shareholders concerns and had 
the proposals removed. With respect to the remaining proposals, there was an average 21.6 
percent vote by shareholders to support those proposals, highlighting the increased focus by 
shareholders on issues related to global warming.  
 
Growing Complexity of Current Environment  
The environment for D&O litigation has become increasingly complex. Securities class action 
litigation, once bad news in and of itself, now often comes accompanied by an ERISA stock 
drop suit, a state law tagalong derivative claim, opt-out claims, and actions by regulators. A 
regulatory investigation into an issue at a single company may often generate investigatory 
sweeps of entire industries. This “balkanization” of claims can lead to much higher total 
settlement values and create enormous challenges in bringing closure to litigation relating to the 
same issue. In this brave new world issues can arise regarding the structuring of settlements 
and the timing of proceeds paid, and a global understanding of D&O and how it interacts with 
other coverages can be crucial. 
 
Claims for Disgorgement or Restitution  
D&O policies typically cover “loss” which is defined to include damages, settlements, judgments, 
interest, and defense costs. Courts have held, however, that not all “damages” assessed 
against an insured necessarily constitute “loss.” There have been a number of judicial decisions 
in the past several years that have found that damages that essentially involve an order for the 
defendant to repay monies wrongfully obtained do not constitute insurable loss. In the most 
recent of these decisions, CNL Hotels and Resorts v. Houston Casualty and Landmark 
American, the court reaffirmed the proposition that settlement for a Section 11 claim, especially 
one in which only a corporate defendant is named, may not be an insurable loss. By rejecting 
CNL’s argument that the definition of “securities claim” specifically included claims under the 
Securities Act of 1933, the court cast doubts on efforts to endorse policies to provide specific 
coverage for certain Section 11 losses which might constitute restitution or disgorgement. Policy 
wording, including both the definition of “loss” and more recent endorsements specifically 
designed to address this issue, needs to be reviewed carefully in order to fully understand the 
scope of available coverages. 
 
Personal Liability in Just For Feet Settlement Highlights Need for Proper Coverage 
On April 23, 2007, it was widely reported that four outside directors of Just for Feet Inc. (JFF) 
settled a claim by JFF's bankruptcy trustee for $41.5 million. As in Enron and WorldCom, the 
JFF directors were personally liable for this settlement amount. Directors and officers liability 
(D&O) insurance was not a factor in the JFF settlement because, according to press reports, all 
but $100,000 of the policy limit was used in settling a shareholder class action based upon the 
same facts as the bankruptcy trustee’s case against the outside directors.  
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